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Pursuant to California Rules of Court, rule 8.200(c), the California 

Charter Schools Association ("CCSA"), Charter Schools Development 

Center ("CSDC"), Julian Charter School ("JCS"), and Diego Valley 

Charter School ("DVCS") respectfully request permission to jointly file the 

following brief as Amici Curiae in support of Defendant and Respondent 

Shasta Secondary Home School. 

California Charter Schools Association 

CCSA is a nonprofit membership and professional organization 

made up of charter schools, as well as charter school advocates, and 

supporting organizations. CCSA advances the charter school movement by 

providing state and local advocacy, leadership on accountability, and 

resources for member schools. Currently, there are approximately 1,230 

public charter schools in California serving more than 581,000 students, 

with another 158,000 students on charter school waitlists. The vision of 

CCSA is to increase student learning by growing the number of families 

choosing high quality charter schools so that no child is denied the right to 

a great public education. As one of the means to this end, CCSA supports 

the growth of charter school programs available to students who do not 

have access to high quality traditional district-operated public schools, and 

who would otherwise cease pursuing their education altogether. 

CCSA has filed briefs of amicus curiae in the California Supreme 

Court, the California Court of Appeal, and the United States Court of 
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Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Courts have published the following 

decisions in appeals in which CCSA has participated as amicus curiae: 

Today's Fresh Start v. Los Angeles County Board of Education (2013) 57 

Cal. 4th 197; United Teachers of Los Angeles v. Los Angeles Unified 

School District (2012) 54 Cal.4th 504; Bullis Charter School v. Los Altos 

School Dist. (2011) 200 Cal.App.4th 1022; New West Charter Middle 

School v, Los Angeles Unified School Dist. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 831; 

California School Boards Association v. State Board of Education (2011) 

186 Cal.App.4th 1298; Knapp v. Palisades Charter High School (2007) 

146 Cal.App.4th 708; and Ridgecrest Charter School v. Sierra Sands 

Unified School Dist. (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 986. 

This case has the potential to dramatically impact the ability of 

charter schools in California to reach and serve students who would 

otherwise not attend school at all, or who would not have access to 

programs best fitting their individual needs. As an advocacy organization 

representing charter schools and developers for more than a decade at every 

stage of authorization—local, county, and state—CCSA is well-suited to 

assist this Court in reaching an appropriate decision. 

Charter Schools Development Center 

CSDC is a California nonprofit membership organization that 

provides leadership training, technical support, and advocacy on behalf of 

its approximately 465 dues-paying member charter schools, including 
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approximately 130 charter schools that provide nonclassroom based 

instruction. CSDC staff members are widely recognized for their deep 

expertise in all matters relating to charter schools, especially including 

charter petition drafting, charter school financial matters, and the practical 

details of charter school law and policy. 

CSDC's founder, Eric Premack, worked closely with then-California 

State Senator Gary K. Hart and his staff, when Senator Hart authored 

California's original Charter Schools Act of 1992. CSDC also worked 

closely with then-California Assemblymember Sara Reyes and her staff to 

include amendments to Assembly Bill 1994 (the legislation at the center of 

this litigation) to help protect charter schools' ability to offer blended forms 

of independent study instruction. CSDC staff has actively participated in 

deliberations over every major amendment to California charter statutes and 

regulations since the inception of the Charter Schools Act, specifically 

including those implementing the laws at issue in this case. CSDC 

regularly provides consulting services related to nonclassroom based 

instruction to its member schools, developers of new charter schools, 

school districts, and county offices of education. CSDC also provides in-

depth training and workshops addressing how the detailed laws governing 

nonclassroom based instruction work in practice. 

CSDC believes that its perspective on the issues involved in this 

appeal will assist the Court in deciding this matter. CSDC staff has 
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reviewed the briefs of both the Appellant and Respondent and is deeply 

versed in the laws at issue, both in terms of how the laws are crafted and 

how they are implemented in practice. CSDC hopes to offer a practical 

understanding of the implementation of these laws and the context in which 

they were drafted. 

Julian Charter School 

JCS is a nonclassroom based public charter school authorized by the 

Julian Union Elementary School District, which is located in San Diego 

County. JCS currently serves approximately 2,500 students out of its 

eleven facilities and offers various independent study and homeschool 

programs that are specifically tailored to fit the needs of each individual 

child. Like the Respondent in this case, JCS is a single school with many 

programs. Students move from program to program depending on their 

own individual needs. Currently, 50% of its students are enrolled in a 

homeschool program (students receive all instruction at home and may use 

the resource centers or meeting space for testing, tutoring, elective classes, 

or to receive special education services) and 50% of its students are 

enrolled in the "Academy" independent study program (teachers guide 

instruction at the resource centers three or four days per week and students 

perform independent study work at home for the reminder of the time). 

JCS's Academy model -first began about a decade ago and operated out of a 

single facility, but the program has expanded rapidly due to demand from 
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parents. Now, JCS operates resource centers in San Diego County, and the 

adjacent counties of Riverside, and Orange. 

The decision in this case will impact JCS's ability to continue to 

serve its students who specifically desire to be part of the JCS model of 

instruction. Without demand from parents, JCS would not be operating its 

multiple facilities serving thousands of students in programs that are 

specifically tailored to their individual needs. JCS is a prime example of 

how expanded choices in education are vital to the development of 

California's public education system, and how the growth of nonclassroom 

based charter school facilities is a direct response to demand from students 

and parents. 

Diego Valley Charter School 

Diego Valley is a WASC-accredited nonclassroom based public 

charter school authorized by the Julian Union Elementary School District in 

San Diego County. The school serves approximately 650 students in 

grades 9-12 at its two resource centers—one is located within the 

authorizing district's boundaries in the City of Julian, and the other is 

located outside of the district but still within San Diego County in the City 

of El Cajon. 60% of the students at Diego Valley are over the age of 18, 

which means they are too old to enroll at a traditional district-operated 

public high school. Students come to Diego Valley because of personal, 

family, or financial situations that have left them excluded from the 
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opportunities of a traditional school. Without Diego Valley, most of these 

students would never graduate high school. 

Diego Valley provides personalized learning that suits each student's 

learning pace, individual needs, and interests. Each student is permitted to 

work at their own pace to achieve their education, even if that means 

studying one subject at a time. Students are only required to visit a 

resource center to meet with their supervising teacher once per week 

because the majority of students have other obligations like families and 

jobs that require a lot of time spent away from the school (25% of Diego 

Valley students are parents themselves). Because of these other life 

obligations, 55% of students that come to Diego Valley are two or three 

years behind in school. Diego Valley provides them an opportunity to 

catch up and fill in gaps in their education. Despite all of the academic and 

personal obstacles, 34% of students are eventually able to return to their 

resident school district to receive a diploma, and 40% of Diego Valley 

graduates go to college. 

A decision adverse to Respondent could hinder hundreds of Diego 

Valley students' ability to earn their diploma, many of whom had already 

ceased pursuit of their education altogether prior to enrolling at Diego 

Valley. Diego Valley can provide valuable insight for the Court about how 

nonclassroom based charter school programs are able to serve a segment of 
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the student population that has been excluded from the opportunities of a 

traditional public school. 

The focus of this brief is to provide the Court with additional 

information about the history of independent study programs in California 

generally, and at charter schools in particular, and the vital role they play in 

the public education system in California. This brief raises several points 

that go beyond the perspective presented by the parties in this case. 

Specifically: 

(i) Nonclassroom based instruction is an integral part of 

public education, is recognized by the Legislature, and 

exists as a type of educational program for purposes 

beyond merely a funding determination; 

(ii) The Legislative intent of the Charter Schools Act includes 

providing parents and pupils with expanded choices in 

educational opportunities and to foster competition within 

the public school system; and independent study is an 

important component of that goal; 

(iii) School districts compete directly with charter schools, and 

the Legislature has already created the existing system of 

checks and balances in that regard; 

(iv) There is no authority for the claim that a school district 

has "sovereign", plenary power over public education 
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within its geographic boundaries; in fact, the Legislature 

has recognized the opposite. 

CCSA, CSDC, JCS, and DVCS respectfully request leave to jointly file the 

accompanying Amici Curiae brief. 

On behalf of CCSA, CSDC, JCS, and DVCS, we have reviewed the 

parties' briefs in this appeal, and we are familiar with the underlying facts. 

No party or counsel for a party in this appeal authored the following brief in 

whole or in part, nor made a monetary contribution intended to fund the 

preparation or submission of the brief. No person other than the Amici 

Curiae provided money toward preparation and submission of the following 

brief. 

DATED: December 4, 2015 PROCOPIO, CORY, HARGREAVES 
& SAVITCH LLP 

By. 
John C. Lemmo 
Attorneys for Amici Curiae 
California Charter Schools 
Association, Charter Schools 
Development Center, Julian 
Charter School, and Diego Valley 
Charter School 
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BRIEF OF AMICI CURIAE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The California Charter Schools Association ("CCSA"), Charter 

Schools Development Center ("CSDC"), Julian Charter School ("JCS"), 

and Diego Valley Charter School ("DVCS") as amici curiae, agree with the 

lower court's conclusion that the opening of a resource center by Shasta 

Secondary Home School ("SSHS" or "Charter School") at the former East 

Cottonwood Elementary School was entirely consistent with the geographic 

constraints applicable to charter schools under California Law. There is no 

dispute that SSHS is a nonclassroom based charter school. In fact, the 

parties stipulated so. As such, the lower court correctly found that the East 

Cottonwood resource center used by SSHS is not a classroom "site" or 

"schoolsite" as those terms are used in the statutes that address locations of 

charter schools. 

Despite these narrow facts, Appellant Anderson Union High School 

District ("AUHSD" or "District") has attempted to broaden the scope of its 

appeal to introduce new policy arguments that have little or no appropriate 

connection to this appeal, and are inconsistent with the history of 

independent study programs in this State. The District's briefing describes 

a parade of horribles all based upon a fundamentally erroneous presumption 

that the growth and operation of nonclassroom based charter school 
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resource centers in California is unwarranted, unchecked, and dangerous. 

This presumption is out of line with the facts of nonclassroom based charter 

school education in California. Charter schools like SSHS expand 

educational opportunities and serve students who might otherwise slip 

through the cracks of traditional, district-operated public schools. Indeed. 

SSHS' East Cottonwood resource center served 21 students in 2014-2015, 

providing them a safe space to use a computer, a desk, a whiteboard, and to 

meet with their assigned facilitator. 

The District's erroneous presumption that the growth of resource 

centers is disfavored also ignores the Legislature's recognition that charter 

schools like SSHS need resource centers and, in fact, must provide 

comparable resources for students who reside outside their authorizing 

district's boundaries: "Notwithstanding any other law, a charter school may 

establish a resource center, meeting space, or other satellite facility...." 

(Ed. Code, § 47605.1 subd. (c).) Charter schools "offering independent 

study... shall ensure the same access to all existing services and resources 

in the school in which the pupil is enrolled." (Ed. Code, § 51746.) "The 

services and resources may include... [a] designated learning center or 

study-area staffed by appropriately trained personnel." (Ed. Code, § 51746 

subd. (a).) 

Resource centers provide a safe, quiet place for independent study 

students to complete standardized tests and assessments. Many 
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independent study students meet with tutors at resource centers or even 

receive special education services. Often, resource centers simply provide 

a convenient place for socioeconomically disadvantaged home-schooled 

students in rural areas to come and use a computer for school work free of 

charge. 

The supply of such resource centers follows parent/student demand. 

Specifically, nonclassroom resource centers exist only to the extent there is 

demand from students who are underserved by school districts, and who 

therefore choose to enroll in nonclassroom based charter schools. Resource 

centers do not multiply and expand unchecked, nor do they threaten, 

duplicate, or interfere with traditional schools as claimed by the District. 

Nonclassroom based charter schools and the resource centers they 

provide, and upon which students rely, achieve the State's goals to expand 

parent choice in public education and better serve all categories of students. 

It is the intent of the Legislature... to provide opportunities 
for teachers, parents, pupils, and community members.. .to 
accomplish the following: (a) Improve pupil learning. 
(b) Increase learning opportunities for all pupils... (e) Provide 
parents and pupils with expanded choices in the types of 
educational opportunities that are available.... 

(Ed. Code, § 47601.)' 

The Act was expressly intended to allow flexibility in public 

education, to provide alternatives in all shapes and sizes to the "complex 

'The Charter Schools Act of 1992 (the "Act") is codified at Education 
Code section 47600 et seq. 
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tangle of rules sustaining our public school system ... [including] the 

potential to sap creativity and innovation, thwart accountability and 

undermine the effective education of our children." (Wilson v. State Bd. of 

Ed. (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 1125, 1130.) The law contemplates that a 

variety of charter school types could be located across any given school 

district's boundaries, including charter schools authorized by the local 

district itself, county boards of education, and even directly by the State 

Board of Education. 2  (See, e.g., Ed. Code, §§ 47605.5, 47605.6, 47605.8.) 

SSHS is one of the many charter schools contemplated by the law to be 

different and independent from traditional district schools. 

The District and the Charter School have both discussed Education 

Code section 47605.1, which explicitly allows schools like SSHS to have 

resource centers in adjacent counties under certain conditions: 

Notwithstanding any other law, a charter school may establish 
a resource center, meeting space, or other satellite facility 
located in a county adjacent to that in which the charter 
school is authorized if the following conditions are met: (1) 
The facility is used exclusively for the educational support of 
pupils who are enrolled in a nonclassroom-based independent 
study of the charter school. (2) The charter school provides its 
primary educational services in, and a majority of the pupils it 

` A school district does not have "sovereignty over public education within 
its boundaries" as argued by Appellant. (Appellant's Opening Brief 
("AB"), p. 47.) School districts do not have a constitutional monopoly of 
any kind. Rather, school districts of any kind exist as a choice of the 
Legislature. (Cal.Const. Art. IX, Sect. 14 states that Legislature may form 
districts of "every kind and class".) The Legislature intentionally provided 
for charter schools as direct competition "operat[ing] independently from 
the existing school district structure...." (Ed. Code §47601.) 



serves are residents of, the county in which the school is 
authorized. 

Despite the plain language "notwithstanding any other law, " Appellant has 

asked this Court to apply unrelated statutory restrictions on "classroom 

sites" and "schoolsites" to nonclassroom based schools and their resource 

centers. Appellant has also asked this Court to find that while the Act 

allows such resource centers in adjacent counties, it nonsensically prohibits 

them within the charter school's home- county. There is no such prohibition 

in the law. Further, such interpretation would lead to an absurd practical 

result. A resource center in an adjacent county is meant to extend services 

and resources as-needed to those students who cannot readily access them 

in the school's home county, all under the ongoing oversight of the 

authorizing district. Appellant's interpretation of the Act would 

inexplicably push resource centers away from the authorizing district, and 

away from the bulk of the school's students who need those resources to 

complete their independent study program. That is not the letter or intent of 

the law. 

Amici Curiae respectfully request this Court affirm the lower court's 

ruling. 
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II. NONCLASSROOM BASED INSTRUCTION IS AN 
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL MODEL RECOGNIZED 
BY THE LEGISLATURE AND IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF 
PUBLIC EDUCATION. 

Despite the Parties' explicit stipulation that SSHS is wholly a 

nonclassroom based charter school, Appellant attempts to confuse and blur 

the lines between traditional brick-and-mortar schools and nonclassroom 

based education. Nonclassroom based education is an alternative model. 

Nonclassroom based public education—also sometimes interchangeably 

called "independent study"—is not new. It has been an important part of 

the State's educational system and contemplated by the Education Code as 

an alternative model since even before enactment of the Charter Schools 

Act. 

At the time Assembly Bill 1994 (2002) was enacted, charter schools 

already offered many different forms of independent study. Many charter 

schools engaged in providing a form of independent study program that 

included a component of onsite instruction, especially including group 

instruction in subjects such as laboratory sciences and mathematics where 

students often struggle when working solely on their own and where 

parents often lack the know-how to provide needed support. The statutes 

that pre-date. charter schools and govern independent study have long 

recognized that independent study "may include ... A designated learning 

center or study area staffed by appropriately trained personnel." (Ed. Code, 



§ 51746.) Appellant's contention that legislative drafters did not 

contemplate hybrid programs has no basis in the record, runs counter to 

official guidance from the California Department of Education, and departs 

from widespread practice at the time the relevant laws were drafted, as well 

as current practice at charter schools throughout the State. 

The current statutory structure regulating independent study 

programs both at school districts and charter schools—found under 

Education Code Section 51745 et seq.—was enacted in 1989, but 

independent study had been authorized in traditional district schools for 

many years prior. (Request for Judicial Notice, Exhibit A, Senate Bill No. 

1563 (1989-1990 Reg. Sess.) § 1, p. 3343.) Independent study programs 

had grown significantly in popularity over the decade preceding 1989. (Id.) 

This growth was partially attributable to the use of independent study by 

school districts as a key component of their strategy to retain pupils who 

were at risk of dropping out of school and to retrieve pupils who had 

previously dropped out of school. (Id.) The Legislature specifically 

acknowledged the importance of independent study as an "effective 

alternative education program designed to respond to the different ways 

pupils acquire learning and to provide alternative means for pupils to 

complete their prescribed course of study." (Id.) Such programs allowed 

the flexibility in scheduling and learning activities required by many pupils 

in rural and underserved areas. (Id.) 
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As an already-existing alternative model even in 1989, independent 

study has been offered at charter schools since 1992 when the Charter 

Schools Act was initially passed. The reasons the Legislature encouraged 

independent study sync perfectly with the Act's purposes to expand new 

and different learning opportunities for students and increase competition 

within the public school system. 

Initially, since charter schools are generally exempt from most laws 

governing school districts (Ed. Code, § 47610), charter schools that offered 

independent study programs were not required to comply with the laws 

regulating nonclassroom based programs offered in traditional district 

schools. However, this changed with the addition of Education Code 

section 47612.5 in 1999, which extended the current regulatory structure to 

cover independent study programs at charter schools. (Respondent's 

Request for Judicial Notice, Exhibit C, p. 17, Sen. Bill. No. 434 (1999-2000 

Reg. Sess.); Ed. Code, § 47612.5 subd. (b).) Section 47612.5 created new 

definitions for what is considered a nonclassroom based program versus a 

traditional classroom based charter school. These definitions are fully 

described in the Charter School's Respondent's Brief, and there is no 

dispute SSHS is a nonclassroom based school. 

Appellant's brief notes that the new definitions in Section 47612.5 

applied specifically to the purpose of adjusting the amount of funding 

allocated for independent study programs—as if the distinction between 



classroom and nonclassroom based instruction exists only for purposes of 

funding. This is historically inaccurate. As described above, while the new 

law more clearly defined what it means to be "nonclassroom based," 

independent study as an educational model has historically existed and 

continues to have meaning beyond a mere funding determination for charter 

schools. 

Indeed, the law makes a distinction between nonclassroom and 

classroom based schools for facility purposes as well. Only a charter 

school that offers a nonclassroom based program has the right to operate a 

resource center in an adjacent county. (Ed. Code, § 47605.1 subd. (c)(1).) 

Section 47605.1 has nothing to do with a school's funding determination, 

and has everything to do with its geographic location. On the other hand, 

charter schools that are strictly classroom based must locate their schoolsite 

within the authorizing district's geographic boundaries, with a limited 

exception. (Ed. Code, § 47605.1 subd. (d).) In this way, the Act draws a 

clear distinction between classroom based and nonclassroom based charter 

schools that directly affects where the schools can locate their respective 

types of facilities. A nonclassroom based school can operate resource 

centers as far away as an adjacent county, while a classroom based school 

cannot. By attempting to blur the lines between nonclassroom and 

classroom based schools, Appellant has asked the Court to apply the Act's 

restrictions on "sites" and "schoolsites" to nonclassroom based schools that 
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have no such "schoolsites." Such interpretation is contrary to the history of 

independent study as a separate model, and it is inconsistent with the plain 

language of the law. 

The geographic flexibility permitted for nonclassroom based schools 

makes sense because resource centers are an essential way that independent 

study programs encouraged by the Legislature both at charter schools and 

traditional district schools can "catch" and serve students who might not 

otherwise attend school at all. For example, districts are authorized to 

collect state funding for independent study pupils who are residents of the 

county in which the district is located, as well as pupils who are residents of 

a county immediately adjacent. (Ed. Code, § 51747.3 subd. (b)(1).) 

Districts that offer independent study are required to provide appropriate 

resources to enable students to successfully complete their program, which 

may include a "designated learning center or study area staffed by 

appropriately trained personnel." (Ed. Code, § 51746 subd. (a).) The 

independent study option is required to be substantially equivalent in 

quality and quantity to classroom instruction. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 5, § 

11701.5 subd. (a).) Students who engage in independent study are 

guaranteed the same access to services and resources as those enrolled in 

classroom-based instruction. (See Cal. Code Regs., tit. 5, § 11701.5 subd. 

(b).) In other words, for those students enrolled in a district's independent 
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study program but residing outside of the district's boundaries, the district 

is required to make comparable services and resources available. 

All of these laws likewise apply to charter schools that offer an 

independent study program. (Ed. Code, § 47612.5 subd. (b) ["a charter 

school that provides independent study shall comply with Article 5.5 

(commencing with Section 51745) of Chapter 5 of Part 28 and 

implementing regulations adopted thereunder"].) The Legislature has 

clearly mandated that a nonclassroom based charter school not only may, 

but must provide comparable resources—including access to facilities—

necessary for the successful implementation of the program, even to those 

students residing outside of its authorizing district's boundaries. 

Resource centers are also encouraged in that independent study 

requires each student and a certificated employee to communicate at least 

twice per month whether in person, by telephone, or by other live visual or 

audio connection. (Ed. Code, § 51749.5 subd. (a)(7)(A).) The flexibility in 

Education Code section 47605.1(c) allows all students served by the 

charter school's program, whether they reside in-county or out-of-county, 

to receive the same services, resources, and quality of education as those 

who reside in the school's home district. Equality of education is not only 

favored, it is required by law. 

Approximately 21 students use SSHS' East Cottonwood resource 

center to meet with their teachers in person. SSHS' East Cottonwood 
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resource center was opened because parents in southern Shasta County and 

northern Tehama County requested resources available closer to their 

homes. The Cottonwood Center is made up of a small office space, four 

computer workstations and desks for students to use, a small library, and a 

white board, and is only open three days per week. The East Cottonwood 

resource center provides a way for SSHS to comply with the law and 

provide an equal education for these 21 students. Requiring the school to 

close the East Cottonwood resource center would move valuable resources 

further away from the 21 students at SSHS who benefit from the center's 

location. 

III. THE LEGISLATIVE INTENT OF THE ACT INCLUDES 
PROVIDING PARENTS AND PUPILS WITH EXPANDED 
CHOICES IN EDUCATION, AND INDEPENDENT STUDY IS 
AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THAT GOAL. 

A basic tenet of the Charter Schools Act is choice: Parents, and not 

school districts, should be able to choose where and how their children are 

educated. (See Ed. Code, § 47601 subd. (e).) Charter schools give parents 

an opportunity to tailor their child's education to the child's particular 

needs, and independent study schools like SSHS are one key way parents 

do this. Parents and students are the primary stakeholders in education and 

the law should be construed to favor them—not school districts. 

California is a vast state with a large number of students in 

underserved communities who do not have meaningful access to the 
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traditional public school system. There are a number of reasons why these 

students experience great difficulty accessing and thriving in traditional 

public schools, including lack of transportation, long commute times, and 

competing familial obligations, among many others. Independent study 

programs can often serve these students in ways traditional school models 

cannot. Many students—including students at SSHS that come from both 

in-county and out-of-county—choose an independent study program 

because it is their only means to receive an education. Without 

nonclassroom based options, many of these students would otherwise drop 

out and never finish school. 

Amici Curiae understand that the growth and operation of resource 

centers must be monitored, and the law comprehensively does so, as 

discussed further below. However, what drives the growth of 

nonclassroom based learning and associated resource centers is pupil and 

parent need. Appellant's brief describes a slippery-slope hypothetical 

wherein a school might open five, ten or 100 resource centers. However, 

what Appellant misses is that opening five, ten, or 100 resource centers is 

not presumptively "bad" if there is a demand from parents and students. 

The supply of nonclassroom based programs and resource centers is 

entirely driven by parent and student demand. To the extent resource 

centers will increase learning opportunities for pupils in underserved areas, 

this is exactly what the Legislature intended. 
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As another Court of Appeal previously stated, "Charter schools are 

strictly creatures of statute ...", meaning their entire existence is planned by 

the provisions of the Act. (Wilson, supra, p. 1135.) "[W]hile it is obvious 

that [some] wish for more—and more detailed—standards and guidelines, 

more could not be better in this situation where a primary purpose of the 

Act is to encourage educational innovation, experimentation and choice in 

order to improve pupil learning and expand learning opportunities for all 

students." (Id. at 1147.) The parent choice created by the Act is multi-

faceted, and it includes choices like what type of educational program is 

right for a particular student, whether it is a public school day program, 

continuation program, or public charter school's independent study 

program. That choice lies exclusively with the pupils and parents. A 

school district cannot demand a charter school's resource center be shut 

down to the detriment of its students and the underlying purposes of the 

Act. The pupils and parents of SSHS have chosen to enroll at the school 

and have every right to utilize an equitable resource center they can access. 

A local school district cannot commandeer that parental choice, rewrite the 

law, or claw pupils back to the district's schoolhouse gates. 
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IV. SCHOOL DISTRICTS ARE DIRECT COMPETITORS OF 
CHARTER SCHOOLS, THE LEGISLATURE HAS ALREADY 
PROVIDED CHECKS AND BALANCES IN THAT REGARD 
FOR NONCLASSROOM BASED SCHOOLS 

Although competition has been a legislative goal of the Act for 

decades, as a result of the State's adoption of the new Local Control 

Funding Formula ("LCFF") in 2013, school districts like AUHSD are now 

incentivized to "recapture" historically underserved pupils within their 

boundaries. The system of checks and balances over nonclassroom based 

schools has not been loosened or altered, and it is not suddenly unworkable. 

Rather, it is the new post-LCFF fiscal landscape that has fueled Appellant's 

lawsuit. 

In the past, many school districts like AUHSD were happy to allow 

charter schools to attract the district's hard-to-educate populations, such as 

dropouts and at-risk students. This is because prior to the LCFF, California 

public schools received the majority of their funding through a formula 

known as "revenue limits." Under this formula, each district's base 

entitlement was calculated using a series of formulas, which was then 

multiplied by the schools' average daily attendance (i.e., average number of 

students attending the school each day). The revenue limit entitlements 

were funded from a statewide pool of state aid and local revenue. This 

system was created after years of litigation about funding disparity between 
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districts, so the system's goal was to provide equal funding per pupil across 

the State. (See Serrano v. Priest (1971) 5 Cal.3 d 584.) 

During the time when this funding system was in place, the 

Legislature adopted the Public Schools Accountability Act of 1999. (Ed. 

Code, § 52050.) This legislation created the Academic Performance Index 

("API"), which measured the academic performance and growth of public 

schools based on their students' scores on standardized tests. (Ed. Code, § 

52052 subd. (a).) Every school was given a base API score for the previous 

year's performance, and a growth API score that measured whether the 

school met its growth targets (i.e. annual testing benchmarks). (See Ed. 

Code, § 52052 subd. (c).) The API was used for many purposes, including 

to determine whether schools met eligibility requirements for various state 

and federal grants, and whether a school qualified for a state or federal 

intervention program. (See, e.g., Educ. Code, §§ 52050.5 subd. (i), 8238.4 

subd. (a)(2), 17592.70.) These intervention programs required schools to 

improve the academic performance of their students or face severe 

sanctions including forced replacement of staff members, decrease of 

management authority at the school level, or even closure of the school 

altogether. (See Ed. Code, § 52055.57.) 

This climate linked a school's performance on standardized testing 

to opportunities for additional funding and whether it would continue to 

operate autonomously. A school with a low API score would not qualify 
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for certain state dollars and would be at risk for placement in an 

intervention program. This created an incentive for schools to focus on 

improving their API score, instead of focusing on improving the quality of 

education provided to all students. Because of this, districts had an 

incentive to shed academically low-achieving students, because that meant 

the district's API score would likely improve, thereby boosting funding 

available to it. 

However, both of these systems were jettisoned, and the Legislature 

eventually suspended standardized testing and API, and adopted the new 

LCFF system. (Ed. Code, § 42238.02.) Under the LCFF, the majority of 

school funding is still based on average daily attendance, but there are 

substantial additional funds available for schools that enroll particular 

student groups who are historically underperforming and underserved. For 

example, districts and charters alike are entitled to a funding bonus for each 

enrolled English learner ("EL"), socioeconomically disadvantaged 

("SED"), or foster youth pupil. (Ed. Code, § 42238.02 subd. (e).) Districts 

and charters whose EL and SED populations exceed 55% of their 

enrollment are also entitled to receive an additional funding bonus. (Ed. 

Code, § 42238.02 subd. (f)(1).) It quickly became clear that these 

historically academically low achieving students—those who once 

jeopardized funding—now financially benefit the district if acquired and 

retained. 
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Charter schools operate under a strict system of accountability as 

intended and created by the Legislature, from the point the school is even 

chartered. (See Ed. Code, § 47601 subd. (f).) Charters exist only in five-

year "renewal" terms. A petition for the establishment of a charter school 

can be denied if it presents an unsound educational program, does not 

contain the required affirmations, does not contain a reasonably 

comprehensive description of the required elements, or if the petitioners are 

demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set forth in 

the charter. (Ed. Code, § 47605 subd. (b)(1)-(5).) There are sixteen 

elements required in a charter petition, which include a description of the 

educational program, the measurable extent to which pupils will 

demonstrate that they have attained the appropriate skills, knowledge, and 

attitudes, and the means by which the school will achieve a racial and 

ethnic balance similar to the population of the authorizer. An authorizer is 

given wide latitude to determine whether the description of these elements 

is "reasonably comprehensive." Appellant's disingenuous concern about 

the "unfettered expansion" of resource centers ignores the control 

authorizing school districts inherently retain over whether a charter school 

even comes into existence. "What level of control could be more complete 

than where, as here, the very destiny of charter schools lies solely in the 

hands of public agencies and offices, from the local to the state level ...." 

(Wilson, supra, p. 1139.) 
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Once approved, a charter school is subject to strict oversight by its 

authorizer during the term of the charter. "Oversight" does not mean day-

to-day control over the operations of the school, but it does mean the 

authorizer visits the school at least annually, ensures the school is 

complying with all applicable laws, and monitors the school's ongoing 

fiscal condition, among other responsibilities. (Ed. Code, §§ 47604.32, 

47613 subd. (a).) A school district authorizer also decides whether to 

renew a school's charter, and the charter school must prove that it has met 

one of the minimum statutory renewal standards based on student academic 

achievement. (Ed. Code, § 47607 subd. (b)(1)-(4).) As a further check, an 

authorizer may revoke a school's charter for violation of law or the charter, 

thereby closing the school doors even before the end of the charter's term. 

(Ed. Code, § 47607 subd. (c)(1).) Appellant need not fear the "unfettered 

expansion" of resource centers, because the unlawful operation of even one 

resource center is grounds for revocation of a school's charter. 

We note that Appellant did not file a lawsuit against SSHS' 

authorizer for inadequate oversight in allowing what Appellant views as the 

illegal ,  operation of one resource center. Instead, the District appears to 

have brought this lawsuit in an attempt to obtain a broad ruling on the 

Charter Schools Act's restraints on the location of resource centers and its 

underlying purpose. 
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V. A SCHOOL DISTRICT DOES NOT HAVE "SOVEREIGN", 
PLENARY POWER OVER ALL EDUCATION AND 
FAMILIES' EDUCATIONAL CHOICES WITHIN ITS 
GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES 

Appellant erroneously contends that "the California Constitution 

vests plenary power in school districts to tailor the educational programs 

offered within their boundaries to the unique needs of their communities." 

(AB, p. 46.) There is no authority for such a claim. Neither the California 

Constitution 3  nor any other law in California provides school districts with 

"sovereignty" or monopoly over all educational programs within their 

boundaries. The law is actually to the contrary, as is demonstrated in 

practice all around the State. 

Appellant cites article IX, section 14 of the Constitution in support 

of its contention that a school district has plenary power over education 

within its boundaries, and that "a school district is tasked with ensuring that 

appropriate educational services are provided to students residing in its 

geographic boundaries...." (AB, p. 46.) But in fact, article IX, section 14 

actually states: 

The Legislature shall have power, by general law, to provide 
for the incorporation and organization of school districts, high 
school districts, and community college districts, of every 
kind and class, and may classify such districts. 

The Legislature may authorize the governing boards of all 
school districts to initiate and carry on any programs, 

3  Unless otherwise noted, all references to "the Constitution" are to the 
California Constitution. 
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activities, or to otherwise act in any manner which is not in 
conflict with the laws and purposes for which school districts 
are established. 

(Cal. Const., art. IX, § 14.) This section is a grant of power to the 

Legislature to create school districts if it wants to. Under the Constitution, 

it is up to the Legislature to decide whether and how to organize school 

districts, and it is the Legislature which may decide which educational 

programs a school district should carry out. Nothing here or anywhere else 

in the Constitution vests any power, let alone "plenary power," in school 

districts to be the sole provider or gatekeeper of educational programs 

offered within their boundaries as fancied by the District in this case. 

To the contrary, the Legislature has decided just the opposite by 

providing several types of educational programs that may be carried on 

inside a school district's boundaries, and not by the district itself. Charter 

schools are just one example. Charter petitions may be submitted directly 

to a county board of education for a countywide charter or directly to the 

State Board of Education ("SBE") for a statewide charter—entirely 

circumventing a school district's opinion on whether such school should 

serve its in-district students. (Ed. Code, § § 47605.6 & 47605.8; Ed. Code, 

§ § 47605.6, subd. (a)(1) & 47605.8, subd. (a).) These types of charter 

schools can operate within a district's boundaries without ever asking for 

permission from the local district, and with no oversight whatsoever from 

the local district. 
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In an entirely separate process, if a school district denies a petition 

for the establishment of a charter school, thereby asserting its disapproval 

of the proposed educational program, the petitioners can then submit the 

same petition to the county board of education, or eventually to the SBE. 

(Ed. Code, § 47605, subd. (j)(1).) If granted by either the county or the 

SBE, the charter school is required to operate within the boundaries of the 

school district that originally denied the charter. (Id; Ed. Code, § 47605.1, 

subd. (a)(2).) This means a charter school can offer an educational program 

within a district's boundaries even after the district denied the very same 

petition and said it did not want the program offered in its boundaries. 

Moreover, even a neighboring school district has authority to acquire 

property, construct school buildings, establish a school, and maintain 

classes within the geographic boundaries of another district. (See Ed. Code, 

§ 35271, subd. (a); 81 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 80.) Not only did the Legislature 

authorize charter schools to operate within a district without that district's 

permission in some cases, it also authorized all neighboring school districts 

to do so in some cases as well. 

Further, a school district is obligated to make facilities available to a 

charter school that it authorizes. (Ed. Code, § 47614 subd. (b).) A district 

is legally permitted to satisfy this obligation by providing facilities located 

"outside the school district's boundaries...." (Cal. Code, Regs., tit. 5, § 

11969.6 [Italics added].) This permits an authorizing district to acquire, 
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construct, lease, or otherwise provide a facility for a charter school within 

the boundaries of another district. These are only a few examples of the 

ways the Legislature has indicated that a local school district does not have 

"sovereign", monopoly, or other plenary power—whether vested by the 

Constitution or other body of law—over the educational programs within 

its jurisdiction. 

It is important to note that the policy behind article IX of the 

Constitution is that a diffusion of knowledge and intelligence is essential to 

the preservation of the rights and liberties of the people, and the Legislature 

shall encourage the promotion of education by all suitable means. (Cal. 

Const., art. IX, § 1.) The Legislature is required to provide a common 

school system to ensure that a student's guaranteed right to a free public 

education is readily available. (Cal. Const., art. IX, § 5.) Indeed, "the 

Legislature's power over our public school system is plenary, subject only 

to constitutional restraints." (Wilson, supra, p. 1134 [Italics added].) 

"There can thus be no doubt that our Constitution vests the Legislature 

with.. .broad discretion to determine the types of programs and services 

which further the purposes of education." (Id. [Italics added].) The 

Legislature chose to fulfill its constitutional mandate to encourage the 

promotion of education by passing the Act. The establishment of charter 

schools was a means for the Legislature to improve pupil learning, increase 

learning opportunities, and provide parents and pupils with expanded 
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choices of educational opportunities, all while bypassing the traditional 

school district model. 

Furthermore, removing or sharply limiting nonclassroom based 

schools' authority to establish resource centers where they are needed 

would have all manner of negative public policy impacts, including, but not 

limited to the following: 

• Limiting onsite support for students, thereby limiting students' 

access to group tutoring instruction and other needed supports; 

• Reducing or eliminating access to laboratories and other 

essential resources; 

• Making it difficult to implement state- and federally-mandated 

student testing and assessment programs which generally 

require proctored testing in a secure, physical location with 

high-bandwidth Internet service to implement the State's online 

tests; 

• Making it more challenging and costly to provide services to 

students with disabilities; and 

• Forcing charter schools to move their resource centers across 

county lines, thereby making it more difficult for the charter-

authorizing district to monitor. 

A ruling in this case adverse to Respondent could also have 

devastating financial consequences for the many charter schools that have 
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entered into costly resource center leases and acquisitions. Some such 

acquisitions are backed by large loans or bond sales. Charter schools that 

entered into these high-stakes transactions did so in good faith with 

commonly-understood interpretations of both the letter and intent of the 

laws at issue. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Based upon the history and explicit intent of the Act, and the logical 

practicalities of implementing nonclassroom based education, the 

Legislature did not prohibit (and could not have intended to prohibit) a 

charter school from operating a resource center within the same county of 

its authorizing school district. Thus, SSHS' operation of its East 

Cottonwood resource center does not violate the geographic limitations 

imposed upon nonclassroom based charter schools. In accordance with the 

foregoing, the lower court's ruling should be affirmed. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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